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Fresh-air   
Nano Solution 

(Environment Friendly Inorganic Nano Solution) 
-Easy clean and Fresh air- 

 

Suitable for 

ceramic building  

material and stone material 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Characteristic introduction 
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1. Medicament state: Water base of liquid material, 
transparently to slight milky. 

 
2. Particle size on the surface of formed  

membrane after medicament being  
spreaded and dried: 20~30nm 

 

 
 

3. Instructions: 
To dry by nature wind under indoor temperature after 
directly spreading 30~50 μm thickness of medicament 
alone on the surface of object. It also can be made the 
later maintenance on the spreaded material through  

 



 
 

 

this construction way because it does not need any 
unnecessary processing course. 
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4. Functions after spreading: 

(A) Super-hydrophilic ability: 
The surface is easy to bond to water molecule, and 
form one layer of hydrophilic membrane, which has 
the control action to the ambient humidity. That is  
the spreaded surface will adsorb the unnecessary 
moisture in the air during the high humidity, and 
release the adsorbed moisture during the low 
humidity; it has the functions to adjusting ambient 
humidity, and increasing environment comfort. 

 
Test picture of Super-hydrophilic: 

 (STD：blank - OF2：spreaded medicament ) 

 
(B) Easy clean ability: 

It is very easy to clean the surface greasiness with 
clear water during the spreaded surface stained with 
the suspended particle in the air and greasiness; it 
also can reduce clean times, save time and strength to 
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daily clean maintenance of the spreaded surface in the 
interior & exterior wall of hospital and house, and the 
building material of sanitary facility. 

Test picture of Easy clean  
Method: to use heavy oil as the pollutant, 

with water flushing on the anti-greasy experiment 
 

 
Picture:Spreaded medicament respectively 

 

 
Picture:It can clean away greasiness on white  

exterior wall with the spreaded medicament  
by water flushing after 30 seconds, 



 

 

 

as well as brown exterior wall with the 
spreaded medicament by water flushing  
after 60 seconds; and it can not clean away 
greasiness on exterior wall without the 
spreaded medicament by water flushing 

  
(C) Reduce VOC ability of the odor (the unpleasant smell 

of volatile organic compounds in the environment): 
The main reasons for the unpleasant smell in the daily 
life are ammonia, smoke smell and formaldehyde 
solvent odor from repairing, it can quickly reduce the 
content of this toxic organic volatility compounds in 
the short time with the medicament on the spreaded 
surface. 

Test result of VOC 
on tile surface with the medicament 
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